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Abstract
Software Reliability is the key factor of software quality estimation and prediction during
testing period. We have implemented three models such as Radial Basis Function Neural
Network (RBFNN) model, Ensemble model based on two types Feed Forward Neural
Networks and one Radial Basis Function Neural Network and Radial basis function Neural
Network Ensembles (RNNE) model for Software reliability prediction over five benchmark
datasets. We have used Bayesian regularization method on all three models to avoid
over-fitting problem and generalization of the neural network. We have been used two
types of meaningful performance measures such as Relative Error (RE) and Average Errors
(AE) for software reliability prediction. The results of all three proposed models have
been compared with some traditional models such as Duane model and Artificial neural
networks like Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) model. The experimental result shows
that the nonparametric growth model called Ensemble model (multiple predictors) shows
best minimal error than parametric model. Finally, It has been observed that the multiple
predictors like Ensemble model always shows the best performance than single predictor
like artificial neural network and some other traditional neural network.
Keywords: Feed Forward Neural Network; Ensemble Model; Radial Basis
Function; Software reliability; Statical Model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software reliability is the probability of software failure free operation for a specified
period of time in a particular specified environment (as defined by ANSI) [1]. Software
reliability is an key factor of qualitatively and quantitatively characterizing of software
products and estimate the duration of software period. Now a days, the growth of software
products increase rapidly so the prediction of software reliability plays a major role in
development of software process. We always need every program should be reliable. But
failure does not occur if we do not use software. But in case of hardware reliability, some
hardware parts occur to failure even if the system is not use. So we need reliability of
software in all circumstances.
The main objective of the software reliability prediction is to test performance of the every
software under given conditions without any type of corrective measure using known fixed
procedures considering its all specifications. The metric of software reliability prediction is
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and this measurement depends on different factors of
the software such as operational time, calender time and execution time etc.
Software reliability prediction is a special field of software testing. The main application
of software reliability prediction not only used in software industry but also used in various
fields like solar radiation prediction, military applications, temperature prediction, stock
market exchange prediction, whether forecasting of all countries efficiently and accurately.
Most of the software reliability growth models have been proposed in this related work.
Mainly, there are two types of growth models for prediction of software reliability such as
parametric growth model and non-parametric growth model. The parametric growth models
based on the linear software reliability growth models such as some linear equations like
Duane model, S-Shaped model, G-O model etc. This parametric growth model especially
based on the stochastic nature of the software failure and some development environments.
The parametric growth model popularly known as linear Software Reliability GrowthModel
(SRGM) has been successfully used in practical software reliability environment[2, 3].
However, it has been shown that no single parametric growth model like linear Software
1
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Reliability Growth Model give better performance in all circumstances. So we think about
another software reliability prediction models, that is based on the artificial neural network
called as nonparametric growth model. The most popular nonparametric growth models
[4–6] like Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN), Jordan Recurrent Neural Network(JRNN)
etc. and different types of linear ensemble techniques [7]and nonlinear ensemble techniques.
Finally, it is concluded that all nonparametric growth model shows better predictive
performance than all parametric growth models in all circumstances [8, 9].
In this work we have designed three models such as RBFNN model, Ensemble model
based on ffnn network and RBFN network and RBF Neural Network Ensemble (RNNE)
model for software reliability prediction efficiently [7, 10, 11]. Finally, we concluded that the
ensemble model called multiple predictor predicts better performance than a single predictor
like FFNN network, RBFNN network etc. and other Software Reliability Growth Models
(SRGM) like Duane model, Geol Okumoto (G-O) model etc.
1.1 Problem Definition
Reliability of a software is one of the most important factor of estimation of the software
of many industries and prediction during the testing time of the software of many industries
also. Prediction of software or estimation means that we can always predict some future
failure data or performance by using some past failure software reliability datasets of many
industries of software.
The important advantage of prediction hardware or software reliability is to predict the
software failure data and minimize the error rate of the proposed model and its competent
system. The major application of software reliability prediction model is most widely used
in military and commercial purpose of many countries such as United States, China, France,
and United Kingdom etc. The major benefits of software reliability prediction include better
performance, higher reliability, extendibility and efficient solution of application problems.
we plan to develop software reliability model by using soft computing. We also plan
to develop the ensemble prediction model for software reliability prediction, weather
forecasting, radiation of solar energy prediction and estimation, annual and seasonal
temperature prediction of different countries.
1.2 Motivation and Objectives
Some of the very old mathematical growth models such as mathematical models have
been used in practical laboratories successfully. But, all mathematical models do not give the
2
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good results for all types cases. So we think about another model. The mathematical models,
non-mathematical models like some of the neural network have shown to be very effective
and alternative techniques. The disadvantage of the parametric model is that parametric
model can not perform better in all circumstances. So we have developed a robust predictor
Ensemble techniques of RBFN Network (RNNE) for forecasting of reliability of a software.
The main important objective of our proposed research work is to design or develop some
of the efficient and efficient software reliability prediction models. To address this important
objective of reliability, we identify some of the important following goals :
1. To propose some suitable models for estimating software reliability by using artificial
neural networks models such as Feed Forward Neural Network, Recurrent Neural
Network, Radial Basis Function Neural Network, Generalized Neural Network etc.
2. To propose some suitable models for predicting software reliability by using artificial
neural networks models such as FFNN Network, Recurrent Neural Network, RBFN
Network, Generalized Neural Network etc.
3. To implement the proposed model in some industrial dataset, real life datasets like
seasonal and annual temperature, Radiation of solar energy, stock price data etc.
4. To evaluate the best performance and effective results of the proposed model.
5. To compare the results of the proposed designed model with other traditional models.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 1 briefly describes the introduction, motivation and objectives of software
reliability prediction. Chapter 2 describes basis concepts about software reliability
prediction. Chapter 3 describes the details about the related works of software reliability
prediction. Chapter 4 describes software reliability prediction based on Radial Basis
Function Neural Network model. Chapter 5 describes the software reliability prediction
based on ensemble model. Chapter 6 describes software reliability prediction based on
Radial basis function Neural Network Ensembles and Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.
3
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Basic Concepts
Radial basis function is an exponential function used for forecasting of software reliability.
Ensemble model is the combination of multiple models. The basic difference between MLP
and RBF is, in MLP we use multiple layers as hidden layers and in RBF we use one layer as
hidden layer that is called RBF layer.
2.1 Datasets Used
Five types of datasets DS1, DS2, DS3, DS4 AND DS5 [1] have been used for forecasting
of reliability of a software in our experimental status.
The dataset DS1 is arranged from real-time application with 21,700 numbers of
instructions and 136 number of failures. The dataset DS2 is arranged from dynamic flight
application with 10,000 instructions and 118 number of failures. The dataset DS3 is arranged
from dynamic flight application with 22,500 instructions and 180 number of failures. The
dataset DS4 is arranged from dynamic flight application with 38,500 assembly instructions
and 213 number of failures. The dataset DS5 is arranged from single user workstation
with 397 failures. All of these datasets having two types of columns such as executional
or calender time and number of failures.
2.2 Performance Measurement
Two types of meaningful performance measurement have been used for compare of
software reliability prediction. For performance measurement, we have used two types of
errors such as Relative Error (RE) and Average Error (AE). They are defined as follows.
RE =
y^i   yi
yi
 100 (2.1)
AE =
1
n
nX
i=1
REi (2.2)
4
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where n is called as total number of samples of data, y^i is called as predicted value and yi
is called as actual value.
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Literature Survey
This chapter briefly discusses about different types artificial neural network and linear
ensemble of artificial neural network for software reliability forecasting and estimation.
Karunanithi et al.[8, 12] first introduce the ffnn network for achieving of software
reliability prediction. They had tested this feed forward neural network model on different
benchmark datasets of software projects. Finally they observed that this network model
behaves as a constant prediction performance than parametric models on all datasets.
They also used connectionist model [13, 14] for software reliability prediction. Finally
he observed that the usefulness of connectionist model is capable of developing different
prediction models of varying complexity.
Renate Sitte [15] has introduced two methods such as Neural Networks and recalibration
of its parametric models for measurement of prediction performance. They observed that
both methods are predict better than parametric models. They concluded that not only neural
networks are much simpler to use but also they give a better prediction performance than
other parametric models.
Cai et al.[16] designed a new type of neural network that is called effectiveness of neural
network based on different types of reliability datasets. They got several things such as
firstly, the neural network approach is the best predictor for all types of datasets secondly, the
training results are better predictor than general neural network predictor thirdly, the neural
network approach can predict qualitatively what it learned fourthly, due to some essential
problem this neural network approach fail to give the quantitatively results.
Ho et al.[17] proposed a Modified Elman Neural Network (MENN) for forecasting of
reliability of a software based on different software reliability datasets. They studied
different types of feedback weights on the proposed model. They also compared the
proposed designed model with simple ffnn network, Jordan neural network and some other
mathematical growth models.
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Tian and Noore [18, 19] proposed an evolutionarily network for forecasting of reliability
of a software based on different types of software reliability datasets. They also applied
the genetic algorithm on their proposed model for better prediction results. Finally, they
concluded that whenever the new data arrives the model is dynamically reconfigured.
Su and Huang [9] proposed neural network approach such as Dynamically Weighted
Combinational Model (DWCM) for reliability prediction and software estimation. Firstly
they explain the neural network in mathematical point of view reliability modeling. this
model is tested with different types software reliability datasets. This results concluded that
the approach prediction model gives better prediction results than other existing model.
Raj Kiran et al.[11] introduced ensemble models for forecasting software reliability. They
had designed the ensemble model based on different types of statistical and intelligent
techniques. They had designed three linear ensemble models and one nonlinear ensemble
models and tested. Finally they observed that nonlinear ensemble model outperformed than
all linear ensemble models.
Jun Zheng [7] introduced Neural Network Ensembles of prediction (PNNE) for
forecasting of reliability of a software. They compared his proposed model with a single
pi sigma neural network and three other parametric models. Finally they observed that the
nonparametric models outperformed than parametric models in all datasets.
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Software Reliability Prediction Based On
Radial Basis Function Neural Network
Software Reliability is the important thing of quality estimation of the software and
forecasting during the testing time of software or hardware. This chapter introduces some
of the nonparametric models of the software that uses exponential function of the neural
network for forecasting of software reliability. The RBFNN model has been tested over five
datasets of software industries . The performance result of the designed model has been
compared with some of the very old models and it has been concluded that the proposed
designed model shows very efficient performance of the designed competent systems. From
experimental result of the proposed and some of the traditional models we observed that
the radial basis function neural network gives better performance than some of the very old
mathematical software reliability growth model (SRGM).
4.1 Proposed Work
This section introduces the work methodologies of the proposed work such as prediction for
software reliability of RBFNN model. Normally, this flowchart follows 4 steps. The overall
flowchart diagram of the proposed work is shown in Fig.4.1.
1. Step-1: Collect DataSets
We have used five types of datasets for forecasting of a reliability software. All
these datasets DS1, DS2, DS3, DS4 and DS5 are collected from real-time application,
dynamic flight application, dynamic flight application, dynamic flight application and
single user workstation respectively.
2. Step-2: Normalize Datasets
All datasets have been normalized between 0 and 1 by using minmax formula and is
given by the following Eq.4.1.
Normalized(ti) = (ti  minA) max min
maxA  minA +min (4.1)
8
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart diagram of RBFNN.
where,maxA is themaximumvalue ofmatrixA,minA is theminimumvalue ofmatrix
A and ti is the execution time.
3. Step-3: Predict software reliability using RBFNN model
The proposed RBFNN model is used for forecasting of software reliability.
4. Step-4: Evaluate Performance of approach model: We have used two types
of meaningful Errors such as Relative Error (RE) and Average Error (AE) for
performance evaluation of the proposed model and its competent existing model.
4.1.1 Software Reliability data
The reliability of software data has been arranged in two columns such as fti; Nig, where ti
is the execution time andNi is the cumulative number of failures. The dataset DS1 has been
9
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Figure 4.2: Software Reliability data Example for DS1.
plotted in Fig.4.2.
4.1.2 RBFNN model
The proposed model called as RBFNN model is depicted in Fig.4.3. The proposed designed
model is of three layers. The hidden layers has been designed by exponential function . This
proposed model has been designed by the help of single-input and single-output model of
the system. The exponential function has been used in the hidden layer of RBFNN model
instead of using sigmoid function. Hidden layer of the RBFNNmodel consists of k neurons.
The execution or calender time of dataset ti is the input of the designed proposed model and
second attribute is used Ni for forecasting output of the proposed model.
4.1.3 Radial Basis Function
The transfer function has been chosen based on RBF function such as exponential function
as follows. The function is designed as f(x) 2 Rn ! R follows
f(x) =
kX
i=1
wi(x  ci) (4.2)
10
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Figure 4.3: RBFNN model.
where, k is called as the number of neurons, x is called as the input numbers, wi is called
as the weight vectors of neuron i and ci is called as the centroid vector for neuron i. The
function (x  ci) is calculated by the formula given as follows
(x  ci) =
vuut kX
i=1
(x  ci)2 (4.3)
We have been applied the Bayesian regularization method [20] in proposed RBFNN model
generalize the the network of the proposed model and is defined by the formula as follows
Error = MSE + (1  )MSW (4.4)
where,MSE is called as Mean Square Error,MSW is called as Mean Square Weights and
 is called as the ratio of performance.
4.1.4 Performance Measures
For efficient measurement of performance of reliability of software, two error functions are
used for proposed model. Here, We have trained the proposed model by some part of data.
The remaining data of the existing dataset is used for testing. The Relative Error (RE) and
Average Error(AE) has been written as follows
RE =
y^i   yi
yi
 100 (4.5)
11
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where, n is the number of data, y^i is the predicted value and yi is the actual value.
4.2 Experimental Results and Comparison
We have used five types of datasets [1] for software reliability prediction of RBFNN
model. All datasets have been normalized between [0; 1] by minmax formula.
In our project works, this proposed designed model has been trained with 50 percent for
dataset DS1, 66 percent for dataset DS2, 50 for dataset DS3, 55 percent for dataset DS4
and 65 percent for dataset DS5. we have used the remaining data of each dataset for testing
purpose.
The proposed designed model is compared with FFNN network and mathematical model
[21, 22] called as Duane model. The growth Model is given by the following Eq.4.2.
(t) = atb; a > 0; b > 0 (4.6)
where a is called as parameter size and b is called as shape of growth curve for Duane model.
4.2.1 Performance Measures
For RBFNN model, we have selected 14 neurons and for FFNN model we have selected
10 neurons. The results of the prediction of RBFNN model and relative errors of different
model on five datasets DS1, DS2, DS3, DS4 and DS5 are depicted in Fig.4.4, Fig. 4.5, Fig.
4.6, Fig.4.7 and Fig. 4.8 respectively. We concluded that the proposed scheme model shows
very lower prediction performance than other types of the model.
12
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(a) Prediction Performance (b) Relative Errors
Figure 4.4: Prediction Results of RBFNN model and Relative errors of different models of
DS1 in (a) and (b)
(a) Prediction Performance (b) Relative Errors
Figure 4.5: Prediction Results of RBFNN model and Relative errors of different models of
DS2 in (a) and (b)
13
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(a) Prediction Performance (b) Relative Errors
Figure 4.6: Prediction Results of RBFNN model and Relative errors of different models of
DS3 in (a) and (b)
(a) Prediction Performance (b) Relative Errors
Figure 4.7: Prediction Results of RBFNN model and Relative errors of different models of
DS4 in (a) and (b)
14
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(a) Prediction Performance (b) Relative Errors
Figure 4.8: Prediction Results of RBFNN model and Relative errors of different models of
DS5 in (a) and (b)
15
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Software Reliability Prediction based on
Ensemble Models
This chapter proposes a nonparametric ensemble techniquemodel for forecasting software
reliability of some software industries. The proposed architectural design has been tested
over four standard datasets. The proposed model is the best efficient model because it shows
very less error rates of its traditional competent model. The experimental results proved that
the proposed ensemblemodel is the efficient model and shows very high quality performance
than other models.
5.1 Proposed Work
The overall Flowchart diagram of the proposed model is depicted in Fig.5.1.
1. Step-1: Collect DataSets
We have used four types of datasets for software reliability prediction. All these
datasets DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4 are arranged from real-time application, dynamic
flight application, dynamic flight application and single user workstation respectively.
2. Step-2: Normalize Datasets
All datasets have been normalized between 0 and 1 by using minmax formula and is
given by the following Eq.5.1.
Normalized(ti) = (ti  minA) max min
maxA  minA +min (5.1)
where,maxA is themaximumvalue ofmatrixA,minA is theminimumvalue ofmatrix
A and ti is the execution time.
3. Step-3: Predict software reliability using Ensemble model
The proposed Ensemble model based on FFNN Network is used for prediction of
software reliability.
16
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart diagram of Ensemble model .
4. Step-4: Evaluate Performance of the approach model: We have used two types
of meaningful Errors such as Relative Error (RE) and Average Error (AE) for
performance evaluation of the proposed model and its competent existing model.
5.1.1 Ensemble model
The prediction model based on the Ensemble model is shown in Fig.5.2. Ensemble model
is a single input and single output architectural model such as an input layer, a component
layer consists of FFNN network, RBF neural network and an output layer is an average
combination of output of all component layers. The component layer consists of three
components and have used three types of activation functions for three components. The
17
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Figure 5.2: Ensemble model .
software reliability data are organized in pair fTi; N 0ig, where the calender time Ti is the
input and N 0i is the number of failures for forecasting of the proposed model. The output of
the Ensemble model is the mean of all three components and is defined as follow.
N
0
i =
Ni1 +Ni2 +Ni3
3
(5.2)
5.1.2 FFNN Component
Two types of feed forward neural networks have been used for our Ensemble model such as
FFNN1 and FFNN2. The FFNN model is shown in Fig.5.3. The node in the FFNN model
is computed as the sum of weighted sum of input data and bias value and the mathematical
definition of this process are defined as follows
ai =
nX
j=1
wijxj + bi (5.3)
yi = fi(ai) (5.4)
Where ai is called as the linear combination of input data and bi is called as the bias value
18
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Figure 5.3: FFNN model .
and wij is called as weight matrices of FFNN model.
For FFNN1 we have used the transfer function such as log sigmoid as activation function
and is defined as follows.
f(n) =
1
1 + e n
(5.5)
For FFNN2 we have used the transfer function such as tan sigmoid as activation function
and is defined as follows.
f(n) =
2
1 + e 2n
  1 (5.6)
5.1.3 RBFN Component
Instead of using sigmoid function in FFNN, we have used exponential function as transfer
function of FFNN and defined as follows. The input RBF function can be designed as t 2 Rn
and the output of network can be designed as f(x) 2 Rn ! R and defined as follows
f(x) =
kX
i=1
wi(x  ci) (5.7)
Where k is called as neurons, x is called as number of inputs and wi is called as the weight
matrices of neuron i and ci is called as the centroid vector for neuron i.
The function (x  ci) is given by
(x  ci) =
vuut kX
i=1
(x  ci)2 (5.8)
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5.1.4 Generalization Method
To improve the over fitting complication of the Ensemble model, the Bayesian
Regularization can be used to modify the error and the error function can be defined as
follows
Error = MSE + (1  )MSW (5.9)
WhereMSE is called as the Mean Square Error andMSW is called as the Mean Square
Weights.
5.1.5 Performance Measures
We have used Relative Error (RE) for performance measures and compare the proposed
model with other existing models and the error function is defined as follows
RE =
y^i   yi
yi
 100 (5.10)
where, n is called as the total data, y^i is called as the predicted value and yi is called as
the actual value.
5.2 Experimental Results and Comparison
Four types of datasets DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4 have been selected [1] for forecasting
of reliability in this work. All datasets have been normalized between 0 and 1 by minmax
formula.
We have been trained this proposed model with 50 percent for dataset DS1, 66 percent
for dataset DS2, 50 percent for dataset DS3 and 55 percent for dataset DS4. For purpose
of testing, we have used the remaining datasets . We have used different training ratio of
different datasets for better prediction results. The proposed model has been compared with
FFNN Network and some of mathematical Growth Models [21, 22] popularly called Duane
model. The Duane Model is given by formula as follows
(t) = atb; a > 0; b > 0 (5.11)
where a and b is called as the parameters.
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(a) DS1 (b) DS2
Figure 5.4: Prediction Results of Ensemble model (a) DS1, (b) DS2
(a) DS1 (b) DS2
Figure 5.5: Prediction Results of Ensemble model (a) DS3, (b) DS4
5.2.1 Performance Comparison
For Ensemble model, we have chosen 3 components such as FFNN1, FFNN2, RBFN and
each component consists of 5 neurons. For FFNN model, we have taken 5 neurons. The
prediction results of Ensemble model on four datasets DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4 are depicted
in Fig.5.4 and Fig.5.5 respectively. For different models, we have depicted the relative error
in Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7. From above comparison results and discussion, it has been concluded
that the Ensemble model is best model.
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(a) DS1 (b) DS2
Figure 5.6: Relative Errors of different models (a) DS1, (b) DS2
(a) DS1 (b) DS2
Figure 5.7: Relative Errors of different models (a) DS3, (b) DS4
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Chapter 6
Neural Network Ensembles of Radial
Basis Network for Predicting Software
Reliability
This chapter proposes a non-parametric multiple prediction method based on ensemble
methods of RBF functional neural network (RNNE) for prediction of s/w reliability
efficiently. For most efficient results,we have been used the most efficient learning
algorithms called Bayesian Regularization learning algorithm. That’s why we have used
this type of learning method for improve of the network.The proposed designed model is
compared and tested with two other artificial neural networks and another linear parametric
software reliability growth model and one ensemble techniques of feed forward neural
network model. This ensemble techniques offers a best prediction model to achieve the
predictive capability efficiently in all circumstances. The experimental result shows that
RNNE model gives better results than the some traditional mathematical models.
6.1 Proposed Work
In this subsection, we discussed about the flowchart of multiple predictor model such as
ensemble techniques of rbf network and the flowchart of the RNNE model of software
reliability prediction is shown in the Fig.6.1.
1. Step-1: Collect DataSets
We have used four types of datasets for software reliability prediction. All these
datasets DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4 [1] are arranged from real-time command
application, dynamic flight application, dynamic flight application and dynamic flight
application respectively.
2. Step-2: Normalize Datasets
All datasets have been normalized between 0 and 1 by using minmax formula and is
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Figure 6.1: Flowchart of RNNE model .
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given by the following Eq.6.1.
Normalized(ti) = (ti  minA) max min
maxA  minA +min (6.1)
where,maxA is themaximumvalue ofmatrixA,minA is theminimumvalue ofmatrix
A and ti is the execution time.
3. Step-3: Predict software reliability using RNNE model
The proposed RNNE model based on ensemble techniques of RBF Network is used
for forecasting of software reliability efficiently.
4. Step-4: Evaluate Performance of the approach model
We have used two types of meaningful Errors such as Relative Error (RE) and Average
Error (AE) for evaluation of performance of the proposed model and its competent
existing model.
6.1.1 RNNE model
The forecasting model based on RBF Network Ensemble techniques (RNNE) is depicted
in Fig. 6.2. RNNE architectural model designed over k artificial neural network components
such that each component is called as RBF network component. Each RBF component is
a three layer three layer network type such as an i/p layer, a hidden layer and an o/p layer.
The hidden layer of the component component consists of exponential functions for give
better results and this layer is designed over k neurons. The calender time of software Ti
is the input of RNNE model. The number of failures Ni1; Ni2      Nik for prediction of
1; 2       k components and the output of the ensemble model is combining all outputs from
each component of RNNE architecture by the help of average rule and the average is defined
as follows.
N
0
i =
1
k
kX
i=1
Nik (6.2)
6.1.2 Artificial Neural Network
The prediction system by using the Ensemble techniques of RBF Network (RNNE)
architecture consists of k artificial neural network components and each component like
Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN)is depicted in Fig. 6.3. RBFN model is a three layer
architecture. The RBF network consists of exponential function in hidden layer instead of
other types of transfer function. The input Ti is the execution or calender time of the given
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Figure 6.2: RNNE model .
model. The output Nik is software failure for forecasting of kth component of proposed
model.
The output function of the RBF network is given by
y(x) =
kX
i=1
wii(r) (6.3)
where, k is called number of neurons, weight vectorwi for neuron i and i(r) is the nonlinear
RBF for neuron i.
We have chosen the nonlinear activation function as Gaussian function of radial basis
function neural network as follows.
i(r) =
kX
i=1
exp(  r
2
22
) (6.4)
where,  is called the standard deviation, r is radius vector of each radial neuron is defined
as
r = x  ci (6.5)
where, x is called input data and ci is the centroid of neuron i. Now Eq.4:4 can be written
as follows
i(x  ci) =
kX
i=1
exp( jjx  cijj
2
22
) (6.6)
The i/p of the RBF network has been written by some real numbers Ti 2 Rn. The o/p of
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Figure 6.3: Artificial Neural Network Component .
RBF network has been written as y(x) 2 Rn ! R is given as follows
y(x) =
kX
i=1
wiexp( jjx  cijj
2
22
) (6.7)
After fix of the RBFN model, the weight vector matrix of the network will be adjust by a
learning algorithm by using training set of data. We have used Levengberg Marquardt (LM)
learning algorithm to update the weight vector matrix of the network and achieve the fast
convergence [23]. The weight matrices of the network are updated during training process
as defined as follows
Wi+1 = Wi   (JT (Wi)J(Wi) + ZiI(Wi)) 1JT (Wi)e(Wi) (6.8)
WhereWi andW(i+ 1) are weight vector matrices of ith and (i+ 1)th iterations, J and
JT are Jacobian matrix and transpose of the Jacobian matrix of the network with respect to
its weight matrices and biases, e is the error vector of the network. [24].
6.1.3 Generalization Method
The prediction result can not give best performance. That’s why we have been implement
Bayesian regularization learning algorithm [20]. The error function is defined as follows
Error = MSE + (1  )MSW (6.9)
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where,  is called as the ratio of performance.
MSE =
1
m
mX
i=1
(jy^i   yij2) (6.10)
where, m is called as the number of some training samples have been used at the time of
training. y^i and yi be the forecasting value and the actual value respectively.
MSW =
1
n
nX
i=1
W 2i (6.11)
where, n is called as the total number of weights of the network model and wi is its
corresponding network weights.
6.1.4 Performance Measures
We have used two types of error functions such as Relative and Average Errors for
performance measures and compare the proposed model with other existing models and both
error functions are defined as follows
RE =
y^i   yi
yi
 100 (6.12)
AE =
1
n
nX
i=1
REi (6.13)
where, n is called data samples, y^i is the predicted value and yi is the actual value.
6.2 Experimental Comparison and Results
Four types of standard datasets DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4 have been used [1] for software
reliability forecasting in this experiments. All datasets have been normalized between 0 and
1 by minmax formula.
We have been trained the designed model with 50 percent for dataset DS1, 65 percent for
dataset DS2, 66 percent for dataset DS3 and 50 percent for dataset DS4. We have been the
rest of data for the time of testing.
The proposed designed model has been tested and compared with two other artificial
neural network models and one Ensemble techniques of feed forward network model and
another mathematical models. [21, 22] called as Duane model: The growthModel is defined
as (t) = atb; a > 0; b > 0;. The parameter values of Duane model is calculated by least
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(a) DS1 (b) DS2
Figure 6.4: Performance effects on number of hidden nodes of (a)DS1 and (b)DS2
(a) DS3 (b) DS4
Figure 6.5: Performance effects on number of hidden nodes of (a)DS3 and (b)DS4
square method.The hidden layer of FFNN model consists of 5 neurons of our model. We
have discussed details about the RBFN model in the above part and also used 5 neurons
in the hidden neuron of RBFN model. The Ensemble techniques of Feed Forward Neural
network (FFNE) model consists of three layers such as an input layer, a component layer
and an output layer. Each component is a feed forward neural network in FFNE model. We
have chosen sigmoid function as an activation function in the hidden layer of feed forward
neural network and the final output of FFNE model is the average sum of the output of each
component.
6.2.1 Performance Comparison
We have investigate all combinations of hidden neurons and artificial neural network
components of RNNE model and how the performance of RNNE architectural model
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(a) DS1 (b) DS2
Figure 6.6: Performance effects on number of artificial neural network components of RNNE
model (a) DS1, (b) DS2
(a) DS3 (b) DS4
Figure 6.7: Performance effects on number of artificial neural network components of RNNE
model (a) DS3, (b) DS4
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Table 6.1: Comparison AEs of proposed model and other existing models
Dataset Average Error
RNNE FFNE FFNN RBFN Duane model
DS1 1.2259 1.3912 4.1271 6.2032 41.1720
DS2 1.1842 4.1139 4.0151 4.2155 38.5111
DS3 1.4982 1.6899 1.9366 1.8186 28.2178
DS4 1.4097 2.2511 3.5032 3.2146 35.2281
changes in different number hidden neurons and different number of artificial neural network
components. From all combinations we have shown the best performance of hidden neurons
and number of components in Fig.6.4, Fig.6.5, Fig.6.6 and Fig.6.7. Fig.6.4 and Fig. 6.5 show
the average error plots on the effects of different number of hidden nodes of RNNE model.
Fig.6.6 and Fig.6.7 show the average error plots on the effects of different number artificial
neural network components of RNNE model.
From Fig.6.4 and Fig.6.5 we concluded that larger number of hidden neurons shows worst
performance and From Fig.6.6 and Fig.6.7 we concluded that lower number of artificial
neural network components shows worst performance. In Fig.6.6 and Fig.6.7 we observe
that RNNE model shows the best performance for increasing number of artificial neural
network components. If we will chose very large number of components then RNNE model
takes more time to predict the software reliability data. For our time complexity and best
error performance we have chosen 11 artificial neural network components for RNNEmodel
and each artificial neural network component like radial basis neural network consists of 5
hidden neurons of our architecture model.
The prediction results of RNNE architectural model for four benchmark datasets DS1,
DS2, DS3 and DS4 are depicted in Fig.6.7 and Fig.6.8 respectively.The relative errors of
different models for dataset DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4 are shown in Fig.6.10 and Fig.6.11
respectively. The average errors of different models of the datasets DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4
are shown Table 6.1. From Fig.6.8, Fig.6.9, Fig.6.10, Fig.6.11 and Table 6.1 we observed
that RNNE model shows lower prediction errors than two other artificial neural network
models such as FFNN model and RBFN model, another classical parametric prediction
model and one ensemble techniques of ffnn network. For all datasets parametric prediction
model such as Duane model shows worse performance than other artificial network RBF
network, ensemble techniques of RBF network and feed forward neural network and also we
observed that ensemble techniques gives better prediction performance than simple artificial
neural network .
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(a) DS3 (b) DS4
Figure 6.8: The prediction results of the proposed model for dataset DS1 and DS2
(a) DS3 (b) DS4
Figure 6.9: The prediction results of the proposed model for dataset DS3 and DS4
(a) DS3 (b) DS4
Figure 6.10: Relative Errors of different models for dataset DS1 and DS2
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(a) DS3 (b) DS4
Figure 6.11: Relative Errors of different models for dataset DS3 and DS4
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Conclusion
From fourth chapter, we have applied RBFNN for software reliability prediction. This
proposed model has been tested on five benchmark datasets. It has been observed that the
proposed designed model shows best performance than single artificial neural network like
FFNN network and other mathematical Models like Duane model and also we observed that
the Duane model shows very worst performance than all other models for all datasets.
From fifth chapter, we have designed the Ensemblemodel based on the two types of FFNN
Network and one RBFN Network. To generalize the network and avoid the over-fitting
problem of the proposed model we have implemented the Bayesian regularization method
on the proposed model. Finally, it is observed that the Ensemble model called multiple
predictor model shows best performance than single predictor like FFNN Network and one
statistical method like Duane model.
From sixth chapter, we have implemented the model called RBFN Ensemble (RNNE)
model based RBFN Network. we have also used the Bayesian regularization method to
avoid the over-fitting problem of the proposed RNNE model and generalize the network. In
this chapter, we have implemented two types of multiple predictor models for predicting of
software reliability and other artificial neural network models and another statistical model.
But it has been observed that the multiple predictor model shows the best performance than
all single predictor and Software Reliability Growth Models over all datasets.
From all three chapters, we concluded that nonparametric growth model such as RBFNN
model, Ensemble model based on Feed Forward Neural Network and RBFN network and
RBFN Network Ensemble (RNNE) model show best performance than Software Reliability
Growth Model (SRGM) like Duane model and other Artificial Neural Networks like FFNN
etc. in all circumstances. RNNE model is the extension model of all two models such as
RBFNN and Ensemble model. Finally, we concluded that the ensemble model is the latest
model and also working efficiently for software reliability growth model than other neural
networks and Software Reliability Growth Models.
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7.1 Summary
Software Reliability and quality is the most and important determinant factor of software
estimation and prediction during the testing time of software. Last four or five decades,
most of mathematical models have been designed to forecasting the cost of software or
hardware reliability and time factors of reliability. software should be reliable, critical for
both software users and producers, in our society. Generally, major disruption happens
only in failure of softwares, business and can happen services also. So, It is a big
challenge for software industries of reliability and be able to enhance the quality of the
proposed model in the life cycle. Because it is so very cost-effective to correct many
faults of the software early in the process of development. That’s why building of software
reliability prediction or estimation models have gained considered importance in assessing
reliability of software products. So we plan to design a non-parametric prediction model
of software reliability prediction based on advanced soft computing techniques, which can
predict software reliability efficiently. We will develop also many applications of software
reliability prediction such as whether forecasting, greenhouse effects, seasonal and annual
temperature deviations etc. The major application of software reliability prediction model
is most widely use in military and commercial purpose of many countries such as United
States, China, France, United Kingdom etc.
7.2 Scope for Further Research
we will extend the proposed RNNE model and test over more to more software reliability
datasets. We plan to implement the proposed RNNE model in other types datasets such
as annual and global monthly temperature prediction of United Kingdom, solar radiation
datasets and stock price exchange datasets.
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